Meetin
GDC SKN Meeting Minutes
April 1, 2014
5:30 p.m. at Hudson’s Tap House

In Attendance: Tim, Dave, Brian, Jacqueline, Craig, Ryan, Allan, Josh, Randy, Marina

Draplin
- seems to be on track for Thursday
- new plan to supply pizza to attendees

Elevators
- banner on homepage: brand new category of rejects
- will open up rejects category to ALL years
- entries may be landscape or portrait
- flight schedules: our judge liaisons need to remind judges to book their plane tickets
- trophies
- website: everyone needs to test it out per Allan’s request
- Novatex needs to provide a logo for sponsorship page
- Marina and Josh will meet to sort out some event promotion details
- need to reword website to be more tolerant of hard copies, including entry number on back
- Allan will check with MGM or Phoenix Group if they’re willing to collect entries
- Allan will add a checkbox to indicate a hard copy is coming

Community Involvement
- Marina suggested Affinity needs to see a community impact to be able to sponsor
- Craig had posted a message on Basecamp regarding donation of communication services; we could show that to them
- We will look at doing something next year
- Perhaps United Way could connect us with needy organisations
- General agreement on partnering with the library

Other Events / Speakers
- Jacqueline proposed having corporate sponsors of admission tickets, have pro sign maker for a talk before a movie
- She will arrange something with her contact
- Summer Solstice BBQ at Odelay
- Pecha Kucha night at library